BLOOM 

A PARALLEL PROJECT TO THE FUTURE IS HERE FROM LONDON'S DESIGN MUSEUM, CO-CURATED WITH RMIT DESIGN HUB

INTERNATIONALLY REPUTED ARCHITECT ALISA ANDRASEK WILL BE A SPECIAL GUEST OF DESIGN HUB, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH RMIT SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN. ANDRASEK’S INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION BLOOM WILL BE ON SHOW IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE FUTURE IS HERE, AN EXHIBITION TOURING FROM THE LONDON DESIGN MUSEUM.


BLOOM IS DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY ALISA ANDRASEK AND JOSE SANCHEZ FROM THE BARTLETT SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AT UCL.

The Future is Here will be accompanied by a full program of associated talks and workshops, including an opportunity for local Melbourne design firms to come and play with Bloom.

Join us for a lecture and panel discussion:

ALISA ANDRASEK » FRIDAY 29 AUGUST, 6 - 8 PM MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM, LEVEL 1, FREE!

Design Museum Curator: Alex Newson.
RMIT Design Hub Curators: Kate Rhodes, Fleur Watson.
Exhibition Design: Studio Roland Snooks.
Exhibition Graphics: Stuart Geddes and Brad Haylock.

For media enquiries please contact:

Emma Telfer  
et@emmatelfer.com  
0433 464 962

Laura Sullivan  
lis@emmatelfer.com  
0422 084 134
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